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Mishhuvurthyar Prisoner Handling &
Procreation Specialist

Prisoner handling & Procreation Specialists are personnel which specialize in the maintaining,
manipulation, usage, and demoralization of personnel which have been acquired by the NMX and have
been found unfit for parasite infestation. Prisoner Handling & Procreation Specialists, here-on referred to
as “PH&PS”, tend to have a wide range of duties in regard to prisoner handling.

Both humanoid and non-humanoid NMX personnel may be assigned to this position, however by tradition
this position is most often assigned to non-humanoid personnel.

History

Since the original Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) offensive, PH&PS personnel have been an
infamous part of the Mishhuvurthyar war machine. Originally, these personnel were mainly assigned to
the production of additional personnel through the subversion of imprisoned individuals captured or bred
by the Mishhuvurthyar. Since the onset of the NMX offensive operation, the PH&PS personnel have found
that their duties have extended to the psychological manipulation of prisoners along with the original
physical duties which have persisted.

PH&PS personnel have become such an infamous asset that they are well known to be the primary cause
of potential POW suicides, since many potential prisoners would rather face death than to be left to the
mercy of the well experienced and capable PH&PS.
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Common Tasks

Prisoner Processing; The initial process of placing prisoners into a lock-down status and relieving
the prisoner of their personal possessions, attire, and combative capability. PH&PS personnel are
encouraged to refrain from permanently damaging prisoners during this process, however if
necessary, personnel are permitted to utilize non-lethal long-term disabling force.
Prisoner Training; The process of instilling proper behavior in the prisoner population through the
use of administered chemical aids, psychological conditioning, and physical manipulation. This
process is most crucial in establishing a long-term prisoner population and through this, a larger
NMX population.
Prisoner Modification; The process of altering a prisoner's psychological and physical disposition to
better facilitate the needs of the NMX. Often this process involves surgical and chemical methods.
Often this duty is reserved to producing proper incubators for NMX personnel production.
Information Management; The process of procuring information from imprisoned personnel through
the use of physical, chemical, or psychological methods. This process can also involve
administering information as presented by the NMX to encourage prisoner cooperation.
Incubation Management; The process of tending to NMX eggs placed into incubation within a
prisoner. Often this process does not require surgical means of implantation, and can be
accomplished through the usage of pre-existing incubator access points.
Transition Personnel Management; The process of selecting prime-candidates from the prisoner
populace to be promoted into the ranks of the NMX through various means which include; Parasite
injection, Soul Transfer, and other PH&PS selected methods.

Resources

NMX Prisoner Containment
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